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Abstract–This two-part paper deaeribes two different techniques for
performing analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion compatibly with standard

single-channel MOS technology. In the fust paper, the use of a binary

weighted capacitor array to perform a high-speed, successive approxi-
mation conversion is discussed. The technique provides an inherent

Sample/hold function and can accept both polarities of inputs with a
singIe positive reference. The factors limiting the accuracy and con-
version rate of the technique are considered analytically. Experimental
results from a monolithic prototype are presented; a resolution of 10

bits was achieved with a conversion time of 23 W. The estimated die

size for a completely monolithic version is 8000 milz.

The second paper [3] describes a two-capacitor successive approxi-

mation technique, which, in contrast to the first, requires considerably
less die area, is inherently monotonic in the presence of capacitor ratio

errors, and which operates at a somewhat lower conversion rate. Factors

affecting accuracy and conversion rate are considered analytically. Ex-

perimental results from a monolithic prototype are presented; a resohr-
tion of 8 bits was achieved with an A/D conversion time of 100 M.

Used as a D/A converter, a aettfing time of 13.5 us was achieved. The
estimated total die size for a completely monolithic version including

logic is 5000 mi12.

I. INTRODUCTION

MOST conventional techniques for analog-to-digital
(A/D) conversion require both high-performance analog
circuitry, such as operational amplifiers, and digital

circuitry for counting, sequencing, and data storage. This has
tended to result in hybrid circuits consisting of one or more
bipolar analog chips and an MOS chip to economically per-
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form the digital functions [1]. This paper describes a new,

all-MOS technique which is realizable in a single chip and per-
forms a 10-bit conversion in 23 I.M[6]. It includes an intrinsic

sample-and-hold function, accepts both bipolar and unipolar
inputs, and is realizable with standard N-channel metal gate
technology.

For the realization of a fast, successive-approximation A/D
converter in MOS technology, conventional voltage driven

R-2R techniques are cumbersome since diffused resistors of
proper sheet resistance are not available in the standard single-

channel technology. A complex thin-fdm process must be
used. Furthermore, these approaches require careful control
of the “ON” resistance ratios in the MOS switches over a wide

range of values.
In contrast to its utilization as a current switch, the MOS de-

vice, used as a charge switch, has inherently zero offset voltage
and as an amplifier has very high input resist ante. In addition,
capacitors are easily fabricated in metal gate technology.

Therefore, one is led to use capacitors rather than resistors as
the precision components, and to use charge rather than

current as the working medium. This technique, referred to as
charge-redistribution, has been used in some discrete com-
ponent A/D converters for many years [~] , [7] . However,
these converters have required high-performance operational
amplifiers which are difficult to realize in single-channel MOS
technology.

This paper describes a new A/D convel-sion technique using
charge redistribution on weighted capacitors, while a com-

panion paper [3] describes another application of the charge
realist ribution concept using two equal capacitors. In Sec-
tion II of this paper, the binary-weighted capacitor capacitor
array and its operation is described. In Sections 111and IV,
the limitations on the speed and resolution are analyzed. Ex-
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Fig. 1. Conceptual S-bit A/D converter illustrating the sample mode

operation. Fig. 2. Pre-redistribution hold mode operation.

perimental results from a prototype system are presented in

Section V.

II. CHARGE REDISTRIBUTION A/D CONVERSION

TECHNIQUE USING BINARY WEIGHTED CAPACITORS

The new A/D conversion technique is illustrated with a con-

ceptual 5-bit version of the converter shown in Fig. 1. It con-

sists of a comparator, an array of binary weighted capacitors
plus one additional capacitor of weight corresponding to the
least significant bit (LSB), and switches which connect the
plates to certain voltages. A conversion is accomplished by a
sequence of three operations. In the first, the “sample mode”
(Fig. 1), the top plate is connected to ground and the bottom
plates to the input voltage. This results in a stored charge on

the top plate which is proportional to the input voltage En.
In the “hold mode” of Fig. 2, the top grounding switch is then
opened, and the bottom plates are connected to ground. Since
the charge on the top plate is conserved, its potential goes to
-fin. The “redistribution mode,” shown in Fig. 3, begins by
testing the value of the most significant bit (MSB). This is
done by raising the bottom plate of the largest capacitor to the
reference voltage Vref. The equivalent circuit is now actually a
voltage divider bet ween two equal capacitances. The voltage

Vx, which was equal to - fin previously, is now increased by
~ the reference as a result of this operation.

Sensing the sign of Vx, the comparator output is a logic ‘1‘ if
Vx <0 and is a ‘O’if Vx >0. This is analogous to the interpre-
tation that

if Vx<O then fin > ~;

hence the MSB = 1; but

if VX>O then & <~;
2

therefore the MSB = O. The output of the comparator is,
therefore, the value of the binary bit being tested. Switch S1
is returned to ground only if the MSB b~ is a zero. In a similar
manner, the next MSB is determined by raising the bottom
plate of the next largest capacitor to VI,, and checking the
polarity of the resulting value of Vx. In this case, however,

/-
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Fig. 3. Redktribution mode operation,

Fig. 4. Example of a final configuration.

the voltage division property of the array causes Vref/4 to be

added to Vx:

Conversion proceeds in this manner until all the bits have
been determined. A final configuration is illustrated in Fig. 4
for the digital output 01001. Notice that all capacitors corre-
sponding to a ‘O’ bit are completely discharged. The total
original charge on the top plates has been redistributed in a
binary fashion and now resides only on the capacitors corre-
sponding to a ‘1’ bit. N redistributions are required for a con-

version resolution of N bits. In contrast to earlier charge
redistribution techniques, the capacitance of the lower plate
switch does not affect the accuracy of the conversion 14] .
This fact is evident since the switch capacitance is either dis-
charged to ground or is charged by Vref but never absorbs
charge from the top plate. Therefore, the switch devices can
be quite large permitting rapid redistributions. On the other
hand, the top plate of the array is connected to all the capaci-
tors and to a switch and to the comparator resulting in a large
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parasitic capacitance from the top plate to ground. The na-
ture of the conversion process, however, is such that VX is

converged back towards zero—its initial value. Hence, the
charge on this parasitic is the same in the final configuration

as it was in the sample mode. Therefore, the error charge
contributed by this parasitic is very near zero. For the 10-bit

converter the parasitic capacitance at the top plate can be 100

times the value of the smallest capacitor and still cause only

0.1 bit offset error. This is equivalent to saying that the
smallest capacitor may be much smaller than the parasitic and
clmsequently the largest capacitor may be reduced in value
proportionally. Furthermore, the initial value of VXneed not
necessarily be zero but can be the threshold voltage of the

comparator. This fact allows cancellation of comparator off-
set by storing the offset in the array during the sample mode.

The linearity then is primarily a function of the ratio accuracy

of the capacitors in the array.
By only a slight modification of the array switching scheme

bipolar voltage inputs can be encoded while still using only
the single positive reference. This is achieved by connecting
the bottom plate of the largest capacitor to V,ef during the
sample mode resulting in a stored charge:

()QX=-CTOT !f+~ .

Each bit is then tested in sequence just as before except that
the largest capacitor is switched from V,ef to ground during its
test, while all the other capacitors are switched from ground
tcl V,,f. Also, as before, a bit value is true if VXis negative

after the test. The expression for VX again converges back
towards zero:

~x=.fi (bl~ bs bs bl

)
+Vref -—+—+—+...+— =0.

2 2’ 22 23 ’21O

For a IO-V reference, blo is ‘O’ for O < ~n <10 V, but is ’1’
fc,r -10 V < fin <0. Therefore, blo represents’ the sign bit

and its function is to level shift V’ in order to accommodate
negative inputs. Hence, a 10-bit conversion is achieved over

the input range f 10 V with negative numbers expressed in l‘s
cc~mplement.

III. FACTORS LIMITING ACCURACY

While monolithic circuit technology has had great impact on

the cost of many analog circuit functions, such as operational
amplifiers. the impact on the cost of A/D and D/A converters
has not been as great. This is due to the complexity of a com-
plete converter, and more importantly, to the problem of

cc,mponent matching. Because of the difference between
the aspect ratios of diffused resistors of practical value
versus those of capacitors, the attainable matching accuracy
is higher for capacitors given the same overall die area.
The flexibility of capacitor geometry allows them to be made
square or even circular so as to optimize mat thing accuracy,
as discussed further in the companion paper [3] .

[n this technique a mismatch in the binary ratios of capaci-

tors in the array causes nonlinearity. It cannot cause a gain
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Fig. 5. Sensitivity of A/D conversion linearity to individual capacitor
value.

error because the end points of the transfer function curve,

Vout versus ~n, are not dependent on capacitor matching.

This results from the fact that no net charge redistribution be-

tween capacitors occurs for either zero or full-scale input since

all capacitors are either fully discharged or fully charged, re-

spectively. For the same reason no offset error can arise from

capacitor mismatch since the mismatch cannot be manifested

unless a charge redistribution exists in the final configuration.

First consider the ideal case in which all the capacitors of the

general N-bit conve~ter shown in Fig. .5 have the precise binary

weight values. For this case the digitaf output x is a regular

staircase when plotted against V. dm, an every transition occurs
at a precise value of Vln designated VT. On the other hand,
changing one capacitor from its ideal value by a small amount

ACN causes all transition points to shift somewhat, but there
will be one worst case transition. The ratio A VT/ VR is the
normalized worst c ise fraction deviation in transition point
from the ideal. This is also a measure of the nonlinearity. The
ratio of this deviation to the fractional change in capacitor
value AC’N/C’N represents the sensitivityy of linearity to in-

dividual capacitor value. The plot of sensitivity, also shown in
Fig. 5, shows that linearity is very sensitive to a fractional
change in the large capacitors, but not very dependent upon
similar fractional changes in the smaller capacitors. Therefore,
the smaller capacitms have great allowable tolerances. It
should be pointed out that actually all capacitors have simul-

taneous deviations which cause ratio errors and the worst case
combination of these must always be considered. Thus, the
optimization of the ratio accuracy in the array is a prime
consideration.

Capacitor ratio error results from several causes, one of which

is the undercutting of the mask which defines the capacitor.
Consider two capacil.ors Cq and Cz, shown in Fig. 6, which are
nominally related b y a factor of 2: C4 = 2C2. During the
etching phase of the photomask process a poorly controlled

lateral etch occurs called undercut. Let Ax be the undercut

length and LQ be th: side length of Cq, also shown in Fig. 6.

Then a ratio error is produced between C4 and C2 which is
proportional to the undercut length:
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Fig. 6. Capacitor ratio error due to photomask undercut
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Fig. 7. Capacitor ratio error due to oxide gradients.
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This problem can be circumvented by a geometry such that
the perimeter lengths as well as the areas are ratioed. This can
be done, as seen in Fig. 6, by paralleling identical size plates to
form the larger capacitors. Thus the capacitor ratios are not
affected by undercut.

Long range gradients in the thin capacitor oxide can ako
cause ratio errors. These gradients arise from nonuniform
oxide growth conditions. If this variation in oxide thickness

is approximated as first-order gradient, as shown in Fig. 7,
then the resulting ratio error is proportional to the fractional
variation in oxide thickness:

Cq = 4CI(1 + 2eL); ~=c.
x~

Experimentally, values of 10-100 ppm/mil have been observed

for the factor e. Error from this source can be minimized by

improved oxide growth techniques and by a common centroid

geometry. This is done in Fig. 7 by locating the elements of

the capacitors in such a way that they are symmetrically

spaced about a common center point. In this way the capacitor

ratios may be maintained in spite of first-order gradients. Al-

though undercut and oxide gradient errors can be minimized,

a random edge variation will still exist and cause small ratio

errors.

Any significant variation of small signal capacitance with dc

terminal voltage would limit the accuracy because a non-

linearity would result. For MOS capacitors on heavily doped

N+ back plates voltage coefficients of less than 24 ppm/V

have been observed. This is insignificant at the 10-bit con-

verter level.

Dielectric absorption is a phenomenon in which a residual

voltage appears on a capacitor after it has been rapidly dis-

charged. However, MOS capacitors display a relaxation which

is unimportant for the 10-bit converter.

The voltage comparison process is fundamental to A/D con-

version. The offset voltage of the comparator is usually mani-

fested as an offset error in the digital conversion. Because of

the relatively large gate-source voltage mismatch in MOS

differential amplifiers, the offset voltage of the all-MOS com-

parator must be eliminated as a source of error. This can be

accomplished either by digital means or by offset cancellation

techniques. In this circuit the offset is stored and then sub-

tracted at a later time by the sequence of events illustrated in

Fig. 8. During the sample mode, fin remains connected to

the bottom plates but switch S1 is also ON and precharges the
top plate of the array to the threshold voltage of stage A 1.

S1 then turns off, but since A2 is identical to A 1 its input is

also at the threshold. Since S2 is ON in the “up” position the
output of A 2 is saved at a storage node at one input of A 3.
During the subsequent redistribution mode S1 always remains
OFF but S2 turns ON in the “down” position after each re-

distribution loading the output of A 2 at the other storage

node input of A3. This provides a first-order cancellation of

switch feedthrough at both storage nodes. Since A 3 is a differ-
ence amplifier, the offset of A 1 and A 2 together with the
feedthrough of S1 have been cancelled. The offset of A 3 is
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Fig. 8. Comparator offset cancellation.

therefore the only significant offset in the comparator. This
offset is reflected back through the gain stages A 1 and A 2
giving an effective offset [5]:

‘&A ~
‘Oseffective = (j?A~ . (JA2’

Th$ gain product GA~ . GA~ ~ 50 for this circuit.

The conversion technique as described thus far produces a

transfer characteristic like that shown in Fig. 5 in which the
first transition occurs at one LSB voltage away from the origin.

Actually, for minimum quantization error this first transition
shc,uld occur only ~ LSB voltage away from the origin. The
cancellation of this offset may be accomplished by returning
the lower plate of the smallest capacitor to Vref/2 rather
than ground after the sample mode.

A great advantage of the Si02 dielectric capacitor is its very
low temperature coefficient of approximately 20 ppm/°C in

contrast with approximately 2000 ppm/°C for diffused re-
sistors and several hundred ppm/°C for thin film and implanted
resistors. Thus, capacitor ratios are less sensitive to tempera-
ture gradients than resist or ratios. Since component mis-
match usually has a greater effect upon linearity than upon
gain or offset errors, the temperature coefficient of non-
linearity is lower for this conversion technique in comparison

wit h R -2R approaches.

IV. FACTORS LIMITING CONVERSION RATE

Compared with many conversion techniques, the successive
approximation method used in this circuit is capable of rapid
conversion. The conversion requires two distinct operations.
The first is the charging of the capacitor array to the input
voltage during the sample mode, and the second is the re-
alistribution of the charge on the capacitor array during the
successive approximation conversion process. The equivalent
circuit during the sample mode is shown in Fig. 9. The total ar-
ray capacitance CT is charged through the source resistance Rs,

1. SAMPLE MODE PRECHARGE

RONQ

J_ L L J.

,__kE[20NN ‘

2. CHARGE REDISTRIBUTION AND COMPARISON

REMAINDER OF ARRAY~_—–,

c“

r~l!

C.q

‘ONN I =
R*q

~,’1
L—__J

Fig. 9. Factors limiting conversion rate,

and equivalent ON resistance of the top plate grounding switch

RONG, and the equivalent ON resistance of the binarily scaled
switches. The time ccmstant is thus:

[

RON,
-rl= Rs+ 1—‘kRONGcr.

2

During the redistribution cycle, also illustrated in Fig. 9, the
time constant is the series combination of the capacitor being
tested and its switch resistance plus the equivalent capacitance
and resistance of the remaining elements of the array:

RON
T2 = ~ CT.

The maximum conve::sion rate is determined by the time re-
quired for one sample mode precharge and subsequently for

ten redistribution cycles to go to completion, with time al-
lowed for one comparison after each redistribution. In the ex-
perimental circuit to be described later, each of these delays

contribute to the total conversion time, but it is instructive to
consider the fundamental limitations on the conversion rate
of this technique.

Assuming that the source resistance R. can be made small,
the acquisition time ~“1is dependent upon RON, and RONG.

The former can be made small compared to RONG since Me

gate-source and gate--drain capacitance of the bottom plate
switches do not result in conversion errors. The gate-drain

capacitance of the grounding switch, however, can affect the
accuracy of the conversion [8]. In the realization described
later this error is cancelled, but assume for the time being that
this was not done. The time constant during precharge for
this limiting case is

CT
T1 =RONGCT ‘—w —.

P j; CO(~GS(ON) - VT)
.

Assuming an optimum gate drive signal on the grounding
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switch, the error voltage is given by

VE=%J(VG~(ON) - VT)

and therefore

LLA~~~4v~8~6~2
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Fig. 11. Schematic of the experimental integrated circuit.

Here the overlap capacitance has been neglected, and it has

been assumed for simplicity that the error charge transferred
to CT is simply the channel inversion layer charge, represented

by the quantity C~~ [ VG~(ON) - VT] . This result implies for

example, that for a 0.1 percent error, 10-p channel length, and

N-channel devices, a minimum acquisition time of about 3 ps

is required.

Actually, this source of error is not a fundamental limitation

on accuracy since it is simply an offset error and can be can-

celled by using either analog or digital techniques. These tech-

niques, however, require considerable time for the sampling

and processing of the offset voltage so that this problem does

place a practical limit on the conversion rate.

The redistribution time ~z is dependent on RON of the
bottom plate switches which can be made arbitrarily small at
the cost of the die area. For very large devices, the redistribu-

tion time will approach that required for the switches to
change their own drain-bulk capacitance.

Following each redistribution, a time interval is required for
the voltage comparator to settle to the correct state. This
time interval becomes longer as the resolution becomes higher
and the minimum overdrive signal becomes smaller. Com-
parator delay is a fundamental limiting factor in the rate at

which conversions can be accomplished.

V. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 10 shows a complete A/D converter using the technique
described in this paper. In block diagram form the system is
composed of a capacitor array, a comparator, and control and
sequencing logic. The feasibility of this technique was investi-
gated by fabricating only the critical portions of the circuit,
the array and the comparator, in monolithic form using stan-
dard N-channel MOS technology. Although the control and
sequencing logic was composed of TTL gates, the monolithic
realization of this circuit in MOS technology is straightforward.

The experimental integrated circuit schematic is shown in
Fig. 11. During the sample mode, offset cancellation is ac-
complished by the precharge control signals. After precharge
is completed, the initial value of VI is saved at a storage node
Vq by the action of a transmission gate. After each redistribu-
tion, the amplified value of VI is transmitted to node V5 in
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Fig. ~2. Die photo.
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Fig. 13. MOScapacitor structure.

preparation for the subsequent test of the bit value. Since
both latch strobe signals are initially high the difference signal
at the latch is given by

(V, - V9) = (V. - V5) “GA,

where GA3 is the gain of amplifier A 3 previously discussed.
The total signal gain from the comparator input to the latch
input is about 200, hence a 10-mV change in VI produces a
2-V differential signal at the latch. When the latch strobe sig-
nals go low the cross-coupled pair becomes regenerative and

the full gain of the comparator is realized. The final state of
the latch is then buffered off chip.

The die photo of Fig. 12 shows the capacitor array totaling
240 pF positioned above the comparator. The extreme right

and left segments of the array “are connected in parallel to
form the largest capacitor. The next two segments on each
sids compose the next largest capacitor and so on, so that the
common centroid is the center of the array. Note that the
larger capacitors are composed of small squares 3 X 3 rnils to
reduce the sensitivity to undercut. The capacitor array has

dimensions 75 X 58 roils, and an estimated die size including
the digital control is 90 X 90 roils.

The MOS capacitor structure is shown in Fig. 13. Notice

that only the metal edge defines the capacitor area, thus

taking advantage of the better resolution properties of some

positive photoresists, The floating redundant metal strips
maintain a relatively constant etchant concentration at every
capacitor edge, thereby assuring nearly uniform undercutting
effects for all capacitors. The capacitor interconnect spans the

thin oxide of each capacitor in a single direction so that ca-

pacitor area is insensitive to mask alignment errors, The area
of the interconnect over the thin oxide is included in capacitor
area calculations, while the area over the thicker oxide is
neglected. Interconnect that passes over field oxide causes a
parasitic capacitance from the top plate to ground which does
not affect circuit performance as previously shown. A first-
order cancellation of corner-rounding effects is made by de-
signing each capacitor with an equal number of 90° and 270°
corners.

The central question of the feasibility of this approach is the
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Fig. 14. Distribution of capacitor ratio errors for 47 10-bit converter arrays. Vertical axis is the fractional ratio error white
the horizontal axis is the frequency of occurrence for each capacitor.

accuracy with which the capacitor ratios can be maintained
using conventional photomasking. Extensive data have been
gathered on the ratio accuracy of the array and typical results
from three different wafers are shown in Fig. 14. This is the
distribution of measured errors in the ratio of each individual
capacitor to the total array capacitance. The horizontal axis
represents the frequency of occurrence. Assume for a moment

that capacitor ratio error were the only factor affecting yield.

Then from these data the yield for +$ LSB linearity for 8,9,
and 10 bits resolution would be 98 percent, 94 percent, and

45 percent, respectively, for this sample of 47 functional arrays.

The feasibility of the technique was further studied by oper-

ating the experimental chip with external logic as a complete

A/D converter. The linearity and offset of a sample of devices
were evaluated using the experimental procedure shown in
Fig. 15. The output of the A/13 was connected to a 12-bit D/A
converter. Since U. was a long period ramp, the output of
the D/A was a staircase. The difference between these signals
is a representation of the total conversion error, and is con-
nected to the y-axis of the plotter. The zero-to-full-scale re-
cording of the output is shown also in Fig. 15. Since the

10-mV marks correspond to the ~ LSB error levels the error
is seen to be less than ~ LSB. An expanded recording which
permitted the visual resolution of all 1024 states was used for
actual verification of the results.

A summary of the measured results is shown in Table I. The
sample mode acquisition time is the minimum precharge time
required for an accurate conversion of a 5-V step change at
the input. The total conversion time corresponds to a 44-kHz
sampling frequency.

VI. SUMMARY

A new, all MOS A/D conversion technique has been demon-
strated which, with the addition of an external reference, can
be used to realize a standard-process A/D converter on a single

DIGITAL
OUTPUT
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12 011

DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER

A/0

~N 1
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~k-

TYPICAL RECORDING

-001 {i2345676, ,o

Fig. 15. Experimental measurement of A/D converter nonlinearity.

TABLE I
MEASUREDPERFORMANCEDATA

Resolution 10 bits
Linearity ?1/2 LSB
Input voltage range o-1o v
Input offset voltage 2 mV
Gain error <0.05 percent (external reference)
Sample mode acquisition time 2.3 ~S
Total conversion time 22.8 #S

chip. Experimental data were presented which indicated that

8-bit resolutions can be attained at very high yield and low
cost using standard N-channel MOS technology, and that 10-
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bit resolution can be achieved at somewhat lower yield. It is

believed by the authors that more careful control of photo-
li.thographic processing would result in very high yield at the

10-bit level and significant yield at even higher resolutions.
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Ab$tract–TJris two-part paper describes two different techniques for
performing analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion compatibly with standard

single-channel MOS technology. In the first paper, the use of a binary

weighted capacitor array to perform a high-speed successive approxima-

tion conversion was discussed.
Titis second paper describes a two-capacitor successive approximation

technique, which, in contrast to the first, requires considerably less die
aiea, is irdwrently monotonic in the presence of capacitor ratio errors,
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and which operates at somewhat lower conversion rate. Factors affect-
ing accuracy and conversion rate are considered analytically. Experi-
mental results from a monolithic prototype are presented; a resolution
of eight bits was achieved with an A/D conversion time of 100 p.s.
Used as a digital-to-analog (D/A) converter, a settling time of 13.5 JSS

was achieved. The estimated total dle size for a completely monolithic
version including logic is 5000 mi12.

I. INTRODUCTION

AS DISCUSSED in Part I [9] of this paper, widespread ap-
plication of techniques for digital processing of analog
signals has be(m hindered by the unavailability of inex-

pensive functional blocks for analog-to-digital (A/D) conver-
sion. Traditional approaches to A/D conversion have required
the simultaneous implementation of high-performance analog

circuits, such as operational amplifiers, and of digital circuitry


